ORDER

It has come to the knowledge of the undersigned that many applications received from the beneficiaries of other neighbouring States for cancellation and inclusion of their names in the New Ration Card should be followed through correct procedure.

Diu being calm and peaceful and to avoid any anti social activities, it is felt necessary that, the application received by the Food & Civil Supply Deptt., Diu should be accompanied with a police verification certificate from the last residing place of the applicant.

After due verification of records, Food & Civil Supply Department can issue the new Ration Cards as per rules only.

( RAMESH VERMA )
COLLECTOR, DIU.

To

1. The Sub-Divisional Police Officer, Diu.
2. The Superintendent, Collectorate, Diu.
3. The Civil Supply Section.
4. The DIO, NIC, Diu for uploading in the Diu Website.